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Introd,uct'ion
A number of earlier Engineering Suptplements have

given some indication of the rvork carried out at Preston
Works during recent years on the development of various
vJ'pes of electric discharge lamps, but no attempt has
been made previously to review the wider field of
iechnical developments and research in both filament
'-rrps and discharge lamps.

The general trend in the lamp industry during recent
^rars has been towards the production of more efficient
ght sources, and greater attention to the idea of fitness
'-' purpose in the design of the ever grou'ing range of

,,rugsten filament and electric discharge lamps. Sim'
rrltaneously, there has been much activity on the
illuminating engineering side so that the newer light
sources a,re more effectively used. The Preston Lamp
Works is concerned u,ith the actual light sources, but
frequently has to face problems of design arising from
developments in illuminating engineering practice.
There are also a number of devices akin to lamps lvhich
may be regarded as off-shoots of the larnp making
industry.

fn order to provide some perspective for the dis-
cussion of particular technical developments, it may be
helpful to indicate the main features of the organisation
at Preston Works, which are :-

(a) Tungsten wire manufacture.
(b) n'ilament coiling.
(c) Joining of leading-in wires.
(d) Lamp manufacture.

(i) Vacuum and gasfilled lamps up to I50
'watts.

(ii) Large gasfilled lamps-200-1500 watts.
(iii) Motor car, bus, train, miners, signalling,

and other small lamps for special purposes.
(iv) Projector lamps.
(v) Electric discharge lamps.
(vi) Special devices, such as Vacuum Pro-

tectors, fmpulse Valves, Ballast, Resistors,
etc.

The Laboratory has responsibilities in connection
with every section as regards the control of processes',
the maintenance of a high standard of quality, and the
carrying out of a continuous policy of improvement.
The research side of the Laboratory has been pro-
gressively developed over recent, years with specific

objectives in mind, so that the achievement of desired
results and the improvement, of existing methods are
its main preoccupations. It naturally follows that the
emphasis shifts from one section to another according to
th.e needs of the time.

A ferv years ago the Laboratory was largely con-
cerned with making improvements in the non-sag pro-
perties of tungsten wire, the elucidation of problems
relating to lamp exhaust, and the development of the
technique of manufacturing coiled-coil lamps having
efficiencies l0 per cent. to 20 per cent. better than those
of the old single-coil lamps. The Company is also justly
proud of its high reputation for the performance of its
" rough service " lamps which success is largely due
to research on tungsten manufacture. Although these
developments belong to an earlier phase and have
reached a point ai which outstanding further advances
cannot be expected, continuous efforts are necessary
in order to maintain the standard. The omission of
specific reference to some sections must be interpreted
in this light.

Tungsten Prod'uct'ion
During the past year the production of tungsten

powder has been reorganised, mainly with the object
of increasing output owing to the very much greater
demands for heavy sizes of tungsten wire used in pro-
jector lamp and discharge lamp manufacture.

Preparati,on of Internal Lamp M'imors
Certain types of battery operated lamps and also

some very large projector lamps require the provision
of a spherical mirror, the function of which is to incrr'ase
the amount of light in a given direction by superimposing
on the filament an image of itself. This result is very
conveniently achieved by placing a, concentrated fila-
ment at, the centre of a spherical bulb which is partly
mirrored. Hitherto it has been general practice to
manufacture the lamps in clear bulbs and then to silver
the bulb externally over the required area' Obviously,
such mirrors are liable to become darnaged in use with
resultant falling off in efficiency. Recently a technique
has been developed for producing internal mirrors which
give a higher reflecting power than externally silvered
mirrors, and also have the advantage that once the
lamps have boen made the mirrors are not, liable to
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Fig. 1. 60 Volt, 5.8 kW. Lamp

damage by mishandling of the lamps. Provided the
necessary precautions are observed in manufacture, the
mirrors retain a very high reflection factor throughout
the life of the lamps. As one example of the 'rvay in
which this technique has been applied there may be
taken the 60 volt 5'8 kW. lamps used for mobile flood-
lights. The lamp is illustrated in n'ig. I and incor-
porates a number of interesting features apart from the
mirror, these will be referred to later.

The mirror is produced on the bulb before lamp
a,ssembly. In brief, the process consists in washing and
drying the bulb so as to obtain a perfectly clean internal
surface, and then evaporating in high vacuo sufficient
aluminium to form an opaque mirror of high reflectivity
on the bulb surface. The shape and size of the mirror
is determined by a dissolving process that completely
removes the aluminium deposit from those portions of
the bulb which require to be blear. By this method
internal mirrors, inclined at any angle to the bulb axis,
may be produced in lamp bulbs of a whole range
of sizes according to the purpose for which the final
lamp is intended. In Fig. I it will be seen that the
minor covers the major portion of one side of the bulb.
It actually subtends a solid angle of 160' to the fila-
ment centre.

The same technique is applied to certain small lamps
required for special purposes.

Projector Lamp lli,lament Design
Improvements have been effected in the filaments

for projector lamps, attention being particularly directed
to filament design and treatment so as to obtain the

maximum stability and, therefore, continued effective-
ness of the light source during the life of the lamp.
The result of this work will be exemplified by a few
typical examples with special reference t,o improvements
in manufacturing procedure.

Pno,rscron Lalrps wrrH STABLE n'rr,a.nrnNr Sncrrous.
A word of explanation is perhaps necessary in intro-
ducing this subject. In most types of tungsten lamps
the filament is supported at one or more points in
addition to the electrode current carrying leads, by hooks
or loops of refractory metal wire, such as molybdenum
or tungsten. These supports reduce filament sag during
life, and also in the case of lamps u'ith long thin fila-
ments position the latter correctly and resist the effects
of normal vibration and transit shocl<. Improvements
have been effected in the stability of Siemens tungsten
r,vire and in the filaments made therefrom to such an
extent that in some types of projector lamns the number
of supports which are necessary can be reduced, and
in other cases dispensed with altogether. The 24 volt
1,000 watt tubular proiector lamp is a typical example.
Formerly, the filament of this lamp was held by three
supports in addition to the electrode connections, while
in the new design illustrated in X'ig. 2 no supports
other than the electrodes are used. The filament
remains accurately positioned during the life of the lamp.

An extension of this principle led to the design of
an improved 100 volt 5 kW. aerodrome floodlight lamp.
Earlier designs employed two grid shaped filaments
mounted parallel to one another, and giving a projected
area of 9 sq. cm. In the improved design, self-supporting
sections of coiled-coil filament are used as units for
building up a complete filament which has a projected
area of only 5 sq. cm. The efficiency and light output

Fig. 2. 24 VoIt, 1,000 Watt
Tubular Projector Lamp.

q
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are the sa,me as for the double grid, but the beam oandle
power is greatly increased as it rises inversely to the
projected area of the filament.

Another interesting new lamp which has recently
been developed is the 60 volt 5.8 kW. projector lamp
whioh was referred to above in the section on internal
mirrors. It will have been seen from X'ig. I that the
filament is built up from several self-supporting sections,
actually four in number. The usual filament supporting
arrangements are unnecessary and have been dispensed
rrith, the four filament units being assembled together
by arc welding in a protective atmosphere of nitrogen
and hydrogen mixture. The current, carrying leads of
heavy section nickel are dlgo arc welded to the filament
conneotions. A special type of lamp foot was designed
for this lamp and consists of two copper thimbles
directly sealed into glass tubes assembled on to a
flanged tube of much larger diameter, this flanged tube
in turn being sealed into the neck of the bulb. The
filament structure is carried from electrodes bolted on
to the.copper thimbles.
.' :.Ho*1ro* Tyru Laups. The general design of a
horizon lamp consists of a line filament in the form of
a single helix which is mounted along the axis of a
tubular bulb. To obtain the maximum utilization from
the floodlight fittings in which these lamps are employed
the filanient should be, both initially and throughout
life, perfectly straight. n'or use with the most modern
type of mirror it is also desirable to have a filament of
the maximum possible brightness. To meet, these needs
the Company has produced a new design of horizon
lamp in which, by paying attention to filament data
and heat treatment, greater stability over life has been
achieved, with resultant, improvement in the mainten-
ance of beam candle polver from the fitting. A further
'a,dvance has been the fitting of a collector grid situated
vertically above the filament. This grid, which consists
of nickel gauze, is raised to a dull red heat by the high
temperature convection stream from the filament. It
has the effect of allowing the gas with which the lamp
is filled to pass.through in the normal convection flow,
but it collects tungsten evaporated from the filament,, a
trmgsten nickel alloy forming on the u'ire gauze. It
rvill be appreciated that in the absence of the grid,
normal evaporation from a filament of this type
causes the gradual development of a black deposit
along the rvhole length of the upper portion of the lamp.
The grid has the effect of materially reducing the
density of this deposit and gives a,r1 improvement of
some l0 per cent. in efficiency maintenance throughout
life, and a, somewhat greater increase in the beam
candle power maintenance.

Experimental work is still being carried out on the
application of suitable grids to various othpr projector
lamps where improvement of their horizontal candle
power maintenance is a desideratum.

Electric Di,scharge Lamps

In the opening paragraphs of this review reference
was made to earlier Engineering Bupplements in which
from time .to time descriptions of various electric dis-

500 Watt

1,000 Watt.

Water Union.

Fig. 3. 500 and 1,000 Watt, Water-Cooled Lamp Type MD/H
with holder and water union.

charge larnps have appeated. fn particular , It)ngineering
Suptplement No. 178, of March, 1940, contains on page 2
a table in which is set out the main types of mercury
vapour lamp upon which development work has been
carried out at Preston Works. A fairly long list of
these lamps could be given and would include such
well known types as the Sieray 80, 125, 250, 400 and
650 watt mercury lamps, the 300 and 500 watt Sieray-
Dual lamps, and the 80, 125 and 400 watt fluorescent
high-pressure lamps. Space does not allow of more
than a brief description of the principal lines along
which development has proceeded in the last year or
two. Reference will, therefore, only be made to three
types of mercury vapour lamp which will serve to in-
dicate the variety of problems involved in this fas-
cinating work.

(l) Water-cooled, HPMV Lamps, Type MDIH.
Lamps of 500, 1,000 and 2,000 watt ratings have

been developed and applications have been found for
the 500 and 1,000 watt sizes. It will be remembered
that in this type of lamp the discharge takes place in
a qtartz capillary tube of approximately 2 mm. bore.
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Supply
Opi'n "ci"cuit ,rott* : :

Lamp operating volts
Lamp operating current . .

Starting current ..
Maximum initial brightness
Initial efficiency
Operating position
Arc length
Life

The arc current, is approximately the same for each of
the three wattages, the length of fhe arc being, made
proportional to the wattage as shown by the following
table of characteristics :-

worked out so as to secure an important pre-requisite
for successful operation, na,mely, the correct, positioning
of the various parts in respect t,o one another' These
lamps are finding a variety of uses where very high
intensities are required, and where it is important for
the amount of heat to be kept down to a minimum.

(2) Type ME Lamps.
Iiesearch on air-cooled high-brightness mercury

vapour lamps has been vigorously pursued during -bhe

past five years. Worh on the general lines indicated in
ihe Engineering Supplemenl No. 178 has been continued,
and experimental lamps of very high power suitable for
projection purposes have.been successfully developed.
Particular attention has been paid to two main aspects
of the problem, namely :-

(a) The development of high-current hermetic
seals through quartz;

(6) The development of methods for procuring the
instantaneous ignition of these lamps under
full vapour pressure conditions.

Sner,s. One very difficult problem has been the
devising of means by which molybdenum leads could
be sealed into quartz in such a way that the hermeticity
of the union is not impaired under extreme conditions
of temperature and pressure. It has been known for a

numbei of years tliat thin molybdenum sheets, the
maximum thickness of which is not greater than about'
30 microns, can by special methods be sealed directly
into quartz to effect, a vacuum tight union. By multi-
plying the number of such single seals it is possible_ to-u"iatg" for much heavier currents to be carried, but
these-methods are complicated and the seals are ex-
pensive to produce. Systematic experiment on funda-
-mental linei and study of the conditions requisite for
the production of these seals has enabled foil sections
of 2b times greater current carrying capacity to be
sealed directly into qttafi'2.

In its present form the latest type of Siernens high-
current hermetic seal through quartz u'orks in air at a
culrent density of 10,000 amperes per sq. cm' Fig' 4

shor,vs one of these seals capable of carrying continuously
a cument of 100 amperes.

Mn:rnons or Icnttrow. Siuce l,he aclvent, some nine
years ago of the high-pressure mercury vapour. lamp,
bne of ils fundamental characteristics has been the fact'
that due to the high operating vapour pressure some

rninutes must elapse aftbr the lamp has been switched
out of circuit bef-ore it can be re-ignited. This char-
acteristic is typical of all high-pressure mercury Yapour
lamps, the time period which must, be allowed before

re-ilnition can occur being dependent on th-e pressure

of ihe mercury vapour in the running condition, the
temperature of ttre lamp bulb and- surro-unding at-
*o.^phut", and the rate of-cooling which- can be effected'

for certain purposes it is very desirable that a
temporary cessation-of the current supply to t'he lamp,
rvhe-ther bccurring accidentally or as a normal phase
of operation, should not prevent,the lamp from bein-g

re-ig-nited instantaneously rvhen the current is restored.
Mudh progress has been made at, Preston in tho solutiorr
of thiJ pioble-, but details cannot yet be published'

500 Watts.
A.C.
600
450
1.35 antps.
2.6 amps.
30,000 stilb
60 Liw.
Ilorizontal.
13 mm.
100 hours.

1,000 Watts.
A.C.
1,200
840
1.4 amps.
2.6 amps.
30,000 stilb
62'5LlW.
Horizontal.
25 mrn.
100 hours.

ELEcrQobE

QUAPT Z
8UL 8

AOUBL' FO/L
SEAL

$HEE/ HOLYEbANUM
LTA d

Fig. 4. 100 Ampere Seal

Iiecent rvork has been carried out on the design of
special seals and electrode arrangements for these
lamps, and on methods of exhaust and processing during
manufacture in order to obtain a good life and life
uniformity. In collaboration u.ith other Laboratories a
standard type of concentric flou'u.ater jacket has been
designed 'rvhich has entailed a number of separate
investigations on such u'idely different, subjects as:-

(o) Glass to rnetal joints and seals;
(6) Watertight cements capable of u'ithstanding

intense ultra-violet radiation.
(c) Watertight connections u,hich are readily de-

mountable and which are not subject to attack
by organic solvents.

n'ig. 3 illustrates lamps of 500 watt and 1,000 watt
ratings, together u,ith one type of holder and 'rvater
union. The water enters through the inner tube of the
outer jacket and returns through the annular space
between the inner and outer tubes. The Siemens lamp
has a demountable quartz burner (the actual light
source) while the jacket may also be taken dolvn for
cleaning or other purposes. The rvhole design has been

4
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In connection with the development of these lamps,
rnethods have been worked out and equipment has been
built at Preston Works for rneasuring the arc bright-
ness, and for exploring changes in the brightness at
various positions in the inter-electrode space.

Some idea of the intensity of this type of lamp
may be gathered from the fact that in one type of lamp
over 300,000 lumens are radiated from an arc space
approximately 5 mm. diameter by 5 rnm. long. The
average 100 u'att gasfilled household tvpe lamp gives
about 1,300 lumetts.

(3) Fluorescent Lcullps I'ype MCFIU.
These lamps are t,ubular in form and operatc by a

discharge through mercury vapour at lou'pressure, the
abundant ultra-violet radiation so produced being con-
verted to visible radiation by fluorescent powders coated
on the inside of the tube.

Development has been limited by war conditions t,o
a type of lamp rryhich is highly suitable for the lighting
of factories and large rooms in u'hich general illumina-
tion of high intensity and good colour is required. The
" Sieray " 80 rvatt 5 ft. Type MCF/U lamp has the
following characteristics :-
Nomenclature MCF/U.

fluorescent porvder with which the inner surface of the
tubular l:r,mp is coated, the development, and implove-
ment of methods for quantity production of the lamps,
and also work on the necessary auxiliary equipment
and conl,r'ol gear.

Fr,uonnscpNT PowDER, Pnooucrrow. In the future,
fluorescent powder is likely to prove as important a
material in the electric lamp industry, as tungsten has
been hitherto. The realisation of this fact led to the
decision to carry out development worh on fluorescent
pou'ders and their production. In general, it may be
said that no single fluorescent powder has yet been
developed lvhich, in association with the low pressure
rnercury discharge, will produce light which is sub-
stantially rvhite. This result, may, however, be achieved
by mixture of powders, but each of the components
must be of the highest possible efficiency and of a repro-
ducible colour so that control of the colour rendering
properties of the finished lamps can be readily achieved.
At Preston Works, powders u'hich have their peak
fluorescent effect in the blue, orange and red portions
of the visible spectrum are prepared, and their colour
and efficiency is assessed before they are mixed with
the binder which serves to fix them on the inner surface
of the glass tube on to which they are coated.

The production of bulk supplies of these powders
has involved the development of new manufacturing
chemical processes, and the installation of various types
of special equipment. Investigation and development
are still proceeding.

Assessment of the colour of the individual powders
and of the completed tubular lamps is carried. out, by
measurement of the luminosity of the tubes in eight
bands covering the whole of the visible spectrum. n'or
this purpose a simple type of spectro-photometer has
been developed, and routine measurements for the
control of the product, are carried out. A typical block
diagrarn produced by 1,his apparatus is shown.in X'ig. 5
in rvhich the cblour of the standard " cold white " tube

Lamp watts
Supp'ly voltage : :

Luminous ef f iciency-initial
Luminous efficiency- aver-

age throughout life . . 26 LlW.
Overall length 60 in. f 0'5 inch.
Bulb diameter 38mm. f l'5 mm.
Lamp operating current 0.75 amps.
Crp 8.22125 x26

(Standard B.C.)
Colour Cold White
Life 2000 hours

The Siemens Larnp Laboratories at Preston are
engaged on the production of the various types of

80
2001250
35 L/W

5
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is compared with that of daylight. It will be seen that
in most of the eight bands into which the spectrum is
divided a, very close approximation of noon daylight
has been achieved.

MErqurucruRrNc EeurpMENT. The manufacture of
low-pressure fluorescent tubes on a corttmercial scale
necessitated the development, of plant and equipment
which for some of the processes 'rvas novel, as an entirely
new field of discharge lamp design has been entered.
The process of coating the powder on the inner surface
of the glass tubing in such a way that the resultant
grain is imperceptible at the working distance has
received special attention. Another departure from
traditional technique concerns the exhaust operation,
involving as it does the simultaneous processing of a
number of tubes 5 ft. in length which require a thorough
baking of the powder coating and also de-gassing and
bombardment of the activated electrodes. These require-
ments have led to the development, of special types of
exhaust, equipment, and the experience, so far gained
has shown the rvay to further improvements rvhich u'ill
shortly be put into effect.

Auxrr,rany EqurrlrnNr. It will be appreciated frorn
earlier articles in this supplement that every electric
discharge lamp must operate in conjunction with some
form of current limiting device. The 5 ft. 80 watt
fluorescent tube Type MCF/U is, of course, no exception,
but in this case in addition to the usual current limiting
choke a special switch is required to enable the electrodes of
the lamp to be pre-heated prior to ignition, and to produce
a voltage surge of sufficient magnitude to strike the arc
in the tube. These results are achieved by means of the
circuit shown in Fig. 6 in which the switch illustrated
in n'ig. 7 is a necessary piece of equipment. This
switch is of the bimetal type, deflection of the bi-
metal elements carrying the switch contacts being
obtained by a small heater coil connected in series with
the current limiting choke. The switch contacts which
are normally closed are connected across one end of
each of the filamentary electrodes of the lamp. On
connecting the circuit to the supply mains, the heater
coil X causes the switch to open in about two to three

JV/rCH

seconds by which time the electrodes have reached an
emitting temperature. Opening of the switch contacts
causes an inductive surge of some 500 to 1,000 volts
which is sufficient to strike the tube. Although in the
normal operating condition the current, through the
heater coil of the switch is lower than the starting
current, the switch contacts are designed to remain
open v'hile current florvs through the tube. Within
about two to three seconds aft,er the lamp has been
switched off the su'itch contacts re-close enabling the
above cycle of operations t,o be repeated as required.
Development work on a magnetic type of sr,vitch is
being carried out in conjunction with the Woolwich
Works.

Cou, X

Fig. 7. Thermal Switch for
Type MCF/U Fluorescent Tube.

CHOKE
COlL

FtuoPEscE/v/ 'LA*tP //PE HcF/u

Flg. 6. Circuit for operation of Sieray Fluorescent Lamp, Type MCF,/U

(t
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Fre. 8.-SIEMENS IMPULSE VALVES AND VOLTAGE STABILIZER'S

Er,ncrntcar, Csene,ctnnrs:ucs wEEN
Elrpr,ovno es aw flrpur,sn VALVE.

Er,ncrnrca.r, Csanlcrpnrsrrcs wEEN
Eupr,orrrn AS A VoLTAGo Sre.srr,rznn.

Siemens
NomenClature

Impulse Valve Type I

Impulse Valve Type 2

Lrnpulse Valve Tvpe 3

Impulse \ralve Type 3

Impulse \zalve Type 4

Impulse Valve Type 5

Impulse Valve Type L. 7A

Indicator Tvpo I.8

Striking
Voltage,

253-277 v. D.C.

140-154v. D.C.

Gp. I 155-165 v
D.C.

Gp. 2 166-200 v
D.C.

170t7 v. D.C.

Minimum
Conductivity

25 mla.
through

4,000 ohms series
resistance.

8 m/a.
through

4,000 ohms series
resistance.

11 rn/a.
through

4,000 ohms selies
rosistance,

8 m/a.
through

4,000 ohms series
lesistance.

Current
Range,

40 nla. 2.5-4O nla.

25 rnla. Z. D-Zh m la,,

40 nla. 2.5-40 nla.

40 nla. 2.5-40 nla.

40 nla. 2. 5-4O rnla,.

Maximum
Current,

Voltago
prossed

ex-
B,unning
Voltage.

80-95 r'
D.C.

a,

of
as

percontage
R,.V.

80-95 v
D.C.

80-95 v
D.C.

80-95 v
D.C.

100+5o/o

100+5%

100+5%

r00+5%

100+5o/o

357 + 17 v. D.C. 25 nja.
through

4,000 ohms series
resistance.

120-150 v.
D.C.

at 50 m/a.

In serios with I megohm working
voltage 200-250 v. A.C.

200 r'. D.C.

80-ll0 v. D.C.

180 v. A.C.

Specia,l Deuices

GnNrnEr,. It will be appreciated that the methods
and processes of the electric lamp industry are eminently
suitable for the production of various types of electrical
devices which require similar constructional methods
to those employed in electric lamps, and rvhich can be
built up on lamp making machinery. A wide variety
of such devices form part of the regular manufacture of
the Preston Lamp Works. Some of them are the products
of quite recent developments while others have been in
regular production for many years. Brief mention will
be made of a selection of such devices.

(l) Lotn Voltage Tubes.

Progress has been made on the development of tubes
of both the cathode glorv and arc discharge types which
can be operated from low-voltage D.C. supplies. The

L. 7e Impulse Valve is an example of a cathode glow
device which has a D.C. striking potential of the order
of 90 volts, while a mercury yapour discharge tube has
been developed which will operate directly from a
24 volt D.C. supply.

(2) Impulse Valaes and, Voltage Stabilizers.

Some of the standard types of Siemens impulse
valves have proved to have characteristics very suitable
for voltage stabilization, and have been employed in a
number of cases for that purpose. n'ig. 8 shows the
characteristics of a range of these impulse valves and
indicates the values of current over which good voltage
stabilization can be effected. Siemens impulse valves
are now being used for such widely different purposes
as timing of traffic control equipment, switching of
lighting circuits at dawn and dusk, and timing of grind-
ing machinery.

7
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(3) Cathod,e Glow Deaices.

Among other devices of the cathode glorv type
l.vhich have received attention l.during the last
year may be mentioned the Siemens glimmer
lamp, and in Irig. 9 the old and uew designs are
compared. It will be seen that the older design
lvas a tu.o-start, helix made from strip metal,
rvhile the ne'rv design consists of tu'o sheet elec-
trodes mounted in the form of a cross. A very
much improved maintenance of light output is
obtained r,vith the new design, *,ith a corresponding
marked increase in the effective life.

A somewhat kindred device is the argon/
nitrogen filled cathode glow tube u'hich is used
for the emission of near ultra-violet radiation.
Some very interesting studies have been made
in connection 'n'ith the development of devices of
this type lvhich have a high factor of maintenance
of U.V. output. Irluorescent polvders have been
appliecl successfully to bulbs and tubes rvithin
lvhich various types of cathode glorv are taking
place, and some uscful effects can be produced
in this rvay. Some of these developments rlay
possibly find an extended use after the lyar.

(4) Ballast Res'istances,

The Siemens " tungsten-in-hvdrogen " ballast resist-
ance lvhich u'as developed originally for use in automatic
telephone exchanges, has been the subject of further
study and nerv types of ballast resistances of both the
tungsten/hvdrogen and iron/hydrogen types have been
developed recently. The characteristics of some typical
Siemens barretters are given in n'ig. 10.

OId design New design
Fig. 9. Glimmel' Lamp.

Conclusion
The foregoing outline indicates some of the in-

teresting u'orl< on rvhich development has taken place
and is still proceeding. Detailed technical discussions
have been avoided deliberately in the desire to indicate
broadly the type of problems rvith which the Preston
Lamp Factory is at present, concerned.

P. D. Oexr,uv
J. N. Ar,orrccrow.
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Fig. 10. Oharactelistics of Siemens Barrettet's.
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